Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Programming language source code with deficient coding conventions, such as misleading function and variable names and irregular spacing, is difficult for developers to effectively understand, review, and modify \[[@CR8], [@CR52], [@CR67]\]. Code with haphazard adherence to conventions may also be more bug-prone \[[@CR17]\]. The problem is exacerbated in large projects with many developers, where different source code files and components may have inconsistent and clashing conventions.

Many open source software projects manually document coding conventions that contributors are expected to follow, and maintainers willingly accept fixes of violations to such conventions \[[@CR2]\]. Enforcement of conventions can be performed by static analysis tools \[[@CR30], [@CR59]\]. However, such tools require developers to write precise checks for conventions, which are tedious to define and often *incomplete*. To address this problem, researchers have proposed techniques for automatically learning coding conventions for Java-like languages from code corpora by applying statistical language models \[[@CR4]\]. These models are applicable because code in these languages has high *naturalness* \[[@CR35]\], i.e., statistical regularities and repetitiveness. Learned conventions can then be used to, e.g., suggest names in code.

Proof assistants, such as Coq \[[@CR15]\], are increasingly used to formalize results in advanced mathematics \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\] and develop large trustworthy software systems, e.g., compilers, operating systems, file systems, and distributed systems \[[@CR18], [@CR44], [@CR73]\]. Such projects typically involve contributions of many participants over several years, and require considerable effort to maintain over time. Coding conventions are essential for evolution of large verification projects, and are thus highly emphasized in the Coq libraries HoTT \[[@CR37]\] and Iris \[[@CR39]\], in Lean's Mathlib \[[@CR9]\], and in particular in the influential Mathematical Components (MathComp) *family of Coq projects* \[[@CR19]\]. Extensive changes to adhere to conventions, e.g., on naming, are regularly requested by MathComp maintainers for proposed external contributions \[[@CR50]\], and its conventions have been adopted, to varying degrees, by a growing number of independent Coq projects \[[@CR1], [@CR13], [@CR24], [@CR66]\].

We believe these properties make Coq code related to MathComp an attractive target for automated learning and suggesting of coding conventions, in particular, for suggesting *lemma names* \[[@CR7]\]. However, serious challenges are posed by, on the one hand, Coq 's powerful language extension facilities and fusion of type checking and computation \[[@CR12]\], and on the other hand, the idiosyncratic conventions used by Coq practitioners compared to software engineers. Hence, although suggesting lemma names is similar in spirit to suggesting method names in Java-like languages \[[@CR74]\], the former task is more challenging in that lemma names are typically much shorter than method names and tend to include heavily abbreviated terminology from logic and advanced mathematics; a single character can carry significant information about a lemma's meaning. For example, the MathComp lemma names card_support_normedTI ("cardinality of support groups of a normed trivial intersection group") and ![](501052_1_En_6_Figa_HTML.gif){#d30e570} ("associativity of multiplication operations in external product groups") concisely convey information on lemma statement structure and meaning through both abbreviations and suffixes, as when the suffix ![](501052_1_En_6_Figb_HTML.gif){#d30e573} indicates an associative property.

In this paper, we present novel generation models for learning and suggesting lemma names for Coq verification projects that address these challenges. Specifically, based on our knowledge of Coq and its implementation, we developed multi-input encoder-decoder neural networks for generating names that use information directly from Coq's internal data structures related to lexing, parsing, and type checking. In the context of naming, our models are the first to leverage the *lemma lemma statement* as well as the corresponding *syntax tree* and *elaborated term* (which we call *kernel tree*) processed by Coq's kernel \[[@CR53]\].

We implemented our models in a toolchain, dubbed [Roosterize]{.smallcaps}, which we used to learn from a high-quality Coq corpus derived from the MathComp family. We then measured the performance of [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} using automatic metrics, finding that it significantly outperforms baselines. Using our best model, we also suggested lemma names for the PCM library \[[@CR56], [@CR66]\], which were manually reviewed by the project maintainer with encouraging results.

To allow [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} to use information directly from Coq 's lexer, parser, and kernel, we extended the SerAPI library \[[@CR26]\] to serialize Coq tokens, syntax tree s, and kernel trees into a machine-readable format. This allowed us to achieve robustness against user-defined notations and other extensions to Coq syntax. Thanks to our integration with SerAPI and its use of metaprogramming, we expect our toolchain to only require modest maintenance as Coq evolves.

We make the following key contributions in this work:**Models**: We propose novel generation models based on multi-input neural networks to learn and suggest lemma names for Coq verification projects. A key property of our models is that they combine data from several Coq phases, including lexing, parsing, and term elaboration.**Corpus**: Advised by MathComp developers, we constructed a corpus of high-quality Coq code for learning coding conventions, totaling over 164k LOC taken from four core projects. We believe that our corpus can enable development of many novel techniques for Coq based on statistical language models.**Toolchain**: We implemented a toolchain, dubbed [Roosterize]{.smallcaps}, which suggests lemma names for a given Coq project. We envision [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} being useful during the review process of proposed contributions to a Coq project.**Evaluation**: We performed several experiments with [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} to evaluate our models using our corpus. Our results show that [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} performs significantly better than several strong baselines, as measured by standard automatic metrics \[[@CR60]\]. The results also reveal that our novel multi-input models, as well as the incorporation of kernel trees, are important for suggestion quality. Finally, we performed a manual quality analysis by suggesting lemma names for a medium sized Coq project \[[@CR56]\], evaluated by its maintainer, who found many of the suggestions useful for improving naming consistency.

The appendix of the extended version of the paper \[[@CR57]\] describes more experiments, including an automatic evaluation on additional Coq projects. We provide artifacts related to our toolchain and corpus at: <https://github.com/EngineeringSoftware/roosterize>.

Background {#Sec2}
==========

This section gives brief background related to Coq and the Mathematical Components (MathComp) family of projects, as well as the SerAPI library.

**Coq and Gallina:** Coq is a proof assistant based on dependent types, implemented in the OCaml language \[[@CR15], [@CR20]\]. For our purposes, we view Coq as a programming language and type-checking toolchain. Specifically, Coq *files* are sequences of *sentences*, with each sentence ending with a period. Sentences are essentially either (a) commands for printing and other output, (b) definitions of functions, lemmas, and datatypes in the Gallina language \[[@CR21]\], or (c) expressions in the Ltac tactic language \[[@CR22]\]. We will refer to definitions of lemmas as in (b) as *lemma sentences*. Coq internally represents a lemma sentence both as a sequence of tokens (lexing phase) and as a syntax tree (parsing phase).Fig. 1.Coq lemma on the theory of regular languages, including proof script.

In the typical workflow for a Coq-based verification project, users write datatypes and functions and then interactively prove lemmas about them by executing different tactic expressions that may, e.g., discharge or split the current proof goal. Both statements to be proved and proofs are represented internally as *terms* produced during an *elaboration* phase \[[@CR53]\]; we refer to elaborated terms as *kernel trees*. Hence, as tactics are successfully executed, they gradually build a kernel tree. The ![](501052_1_En_6_Figc_HTML.gif){#d30e722} command sends the kernel tree for a tentative proof to Coq's kernel for final certification. We call a collection of Ltac tactic sentences that build a kernel tree a *proof script*.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a Coq lemma and its proof script, taken verbatim from a development on the theory of regular languages \[[@CR24]\]. Line 1 contains a lemma sentence with the lemma name ![](501052_1_En_6_Figd_HTML.gif){#d30e737} , followed by a *lemma statement* (on the same line) involving the arbitrary languages ![](501052_1_En_6_Fige_HTML.gif){#d30e743} and ![](501052_1_En_6_Figf_HTML.gif){#d30e747} , i.e., typed variables that are implicitly universally quantified. When Coq processes line 5, the kernel certifies that the kernel tree generated by the proof script (lines 2 to 4) has the type (is a proof) of the kernel tree for the lemma statement on line 1.

**MathComp and Lemma Naming:** The MathComp family of Coq projects, including in particular the MathComp library of general mathematical definitions and results \[[@CR49]\], grew out of Gonthier's proof of the four-color theorem \[[@CR28]\], with substantial developments in the context of the landmark proof of the odd order theorem in abstract algebra \[[@CR29]\]. The MathComp library is now used in many projects outside of the MathComp family, such as in the project containing the lemma in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CR23]\]. MathComp has documented naming conventions for two kinds of entities: (1) variables and (2) functions and lemmas \[[@CR19]\]. Variable names tend to be short and simple, while function and lemma names can be long and consist of several *name components*, typically separated by an underscore, but sometimes using CamelCase. Examples of definition and lemma names in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} include ![](501052_1_En_6_Figg_HTML.gif){#d30e779} , ![](501052_1_En_6_Figh_HTML.gif){#d30e782} , ![](501052_1_En_6_Figi_HTML.gif){#d30e785} , and ![](501052_1_En_6_Figj_HTML.gif){#d30e789} . Note that lemma names sometimes have *suffixes* to indicate their meaning, such as ![](501052_1_En_6_Figk_HTML.gif){#d30e795} in ![](501052_1_En_6_Figl_HTML.gif){#d30e798} which says that the lemma is a *characteristic property*. Coq functions tend to be named based on corresponding function definition bodies rather than just types (of the parameters and return value), analogously to methods in Java \[[@CR47]\]. In contrast, MathComp lemma names tend to be based solely on the lemma statement. Hence, a more suitable name for the lemma in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} is ![](501052_1_En_6_Figm_HTML.gif){#d30e811} .

**SerAPI and Coq Serialization:** SerAPI is an OCaml library and toolchain for machine interaction with Coq \[[@CR26]\], which provides serialization and deserialization of Coq internal data structures to and from S-expressions (sexps) \[[@CR51]\]. SerAPI is implemented using OCaml's PPX metaprogramming facilities \[[@CR58]\], which enable modifying OCaml program syntax trees at compilation time. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the lemma sentence on line 1 in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, and below it, the corresponding (simplified) sexps for its tokens, syntax tree, and kernel tree, with the lemma statement highlighted in each representation. Note that the syntax tree omits the types of some quantified variables, e.g., for the types of ![](501052_1_En_6_Fign_HTML.gif){#d30e834} and ![](501052_1_En_6_Figo_HTML.gif){#d30e837} , as indicated by the ![](501052_1_En_6_Figp_HTML.gif){#d30e840} constructor. Note also that during elaboration of the syntax tree into the kernel tree by Coq, an implicit variable ![](501052_1_En_6_Figq_HTML.gif){#d30e843} is added (all-quantified via ![](501052_1_En_6_Figr_HTML.gif){#d30e846} ), and the extensional equality operator ![](501052_1_En_6_Figs_HTML.gif){#d30e849} is translated to its globally unique *kernel name*, ![](501052_1_En_6_Figt_HTML.gif){#d30e856} . Hence, a kernel tree can be much larger and contain more information than the corresponding syntax tree.Fig. 2.Coq lemma sentence at the top, with sexps for, from just below to bottom: tokens, syntax tree, and kernel tree; the lemma statement in each is highlighted.

Models {#Sec3}
======

In this section, we describe our multi-input generation models for suggesting Coq lemma names. Our models consider lemma name generation with an *encoder-decoder* mindset, i.e., we use neural architectures specifically designed for transduction tasks \[[@CR68]\]. This family of architectures is commonly used for sequence generation, e.g., in machine translation \[[@CR11]\] and code summarization \[[@CR43]\], where it has been found to be much more effective than traditional probabilistic and retrieval-based approaches.Fig. 3.Core architecture of our multi-input encoder-decoder models.

Core Architecture {#Sec4}
-----------------

Our encoders are Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) that learn a deep semantic representation of a given lemma statement from its tokens, syntax tree, and kernel tree. The decoder---another RNN---generates the descriptive lemma name as a sequence. The model is trained end-to-end, maximizing the probability of the generated lemma name given the input. In contrast to prior work in language-code tasks that uses a single encoder \[[@CR27]\], we design multi-input models that leverage both syntactic and semantic information from Coq 's lexer, parser, and kernel. A high-level visualization of our architecture is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

**Encoding:** Our multi-input encoders combine different kinds of syntactic and semantic information in the encoding phase. We use a different encoder for each input, which are: lemma statement , syntax tree, and kernel tree.

Coq data structure instances can be large, with syntax tree s having an average depth of 28.03 and kernel tree s 46.51 in our corpus (we provide detailed statistics in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}). Therefore, we flatten the trees into sequences, which can be trained more efficiently than tree encoders without performance loss \[[@CR38]\]. We flatten the trees with pre-order traversal, and we use "(" and ")" as the boundaries of the children of a node. In later parts of this paper, we use syntax and kernel trees to refer to their flattened versions. In Sect. [3.2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we introduce *tree chopping* to reduce the length of the resulting sequences.

To encode lemma statements and flattened tree sequences, we use bi-directional Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) \[[@CR36]\] networks. LSTMs are advanced RNNs good at capturing long-range dependencies in a sequence, and are widely used in encoders \[[@CR38]\]. A bi-directional LSTM learns stronger representations (than a uni-directional LSTM) by encoding a sequence from both left to right and right to left \[[@CR75]\].

**Decoding:** We use an LSTM (left to right direction only) as our decoder. To obtain the initial hidden and cell states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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During training, we maximize the log likelihood of the reference lemma name given all input sequences. Standard beam search is used to reduce the search space for the optimal sequence of tokens. With regular decoding, at each time step the decoder generates a new token relying on the preceding *generated* token, which can be error-prone and leads to slow convergence and instability. We mitigate this problem by performing decoding with teacher forcing \[[@CR72]\] such that the decoder relies on the preceding *reference* token. At test time, the decoder still uses the proceeding generated token as input.

**Attention:** With RNN encoders, the input sequence is compressed into the RNN's final hidden states, which results in a loss of information, especially for longer sequences. The attention mechanism \[[@CR48]\] grants the decoder access to the encoder hidden and cell states for all previous tokens. At each decoder time step, an attention vector is calculated as a distribution over all encoded tokens, indicating which token the decoder should "pay attention to". To make the attention mechanism work with multiple encoders, we concatenate the hidden states of the *n* encoders $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Initialization:** Since there are no pre-trained token embeddings for Coq, we initialize each unique token in the vocabulary with a random vector sampled from the uniform distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U(-0.1, 0.1)$$\end{document}$. These embeddings are trained together with the model. The hidden layer parameters of the encoders and decoders are also initialized with random vectors sampled from the same uniform distribution.Fig. 4.Kernel tree sexp before and after chopping; chopped parts are highlighted.

Tree Chopping {#Sec5}
-------------

While syntax and kernel trees for lemma statements can be large, not all parts of the trees are relevant for naming. For instance, each constant reference is expanded to its fully qualified form in the kernel tree, but the added prefixes are usually related to directory paths and likely do not contain relevant information for generating the name of the lemma. Irrelevant information in long sequences can be detrimental to the model, since the model would have to reason about and encode all tokens in the sequence.

To this end, we implemented *chopping* heuristics for both syntax trees and kernel trees to remove irrelevant parts. The heuristics essentially: (1) replace the fully qualified name sub-trees with only the last component of the name; (2) remove the location information from sub-trees; (3) extract the singletons, i.e., non-leaf nodes that have only one child. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the chopping of a kernel tree, with the upper box showing the tree before chopping with the parts to be removed highlighted, and the lower box showing the tree after chopping. In the example in the figure, we chopped a fully qualified name and extracted a singleton. These heuristics greatly reduce the size of the tree: for kernel tree s, they reduce the average depth from 39.20 to 11.39.

Our models use chopped trees as the inputs to the encoders. As we discuss in more detail in Sect. [6](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, the chopped trees help the models to focus better on the relevant parts of the inputs. While the attention mechanism in principle could learn what the relevant parts of the trees are, our evaluation shows that it can easily be overwhelmed by large amounts of irrelevant information.

Copy Mechanism {#Sec6}
--------------

We found it common for lemma name tokens to only occur in a single Coq file, whence they are unlikely to appear in the vocabulary learned from the training set, but can still appear in the respective lemma statement, syntax tree, or kernel tree. For example, ![](501052_1_En_6_Figu_HTML.gif){#d30e1252} occurs in both the lemma name and lemma statement in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, but not outside the file the lemma is in. To account for this, we adopt the copy mechanism \[[@CR64]\] which improves the generalizability of our model by allowing the decoder to *copy* from inputs rather than always choosing one word from the fixed vocabulary from the training set. To handle multiple encoders, similar to what we did with the attention layer, we concatenate the hidden states of each encoder and apply a copy layer on the concatenated hidden states.

Sub-tokenization {#Sec7}
----------------

We sub-tokenize all inputs (lemma statements , syntax and kernel trees) and outputs (lemma names) in a pre-processing step. Previous work on learning from software projects has shown that sub-tokenization helps to reduce the sparsity of the vocabulary and improves the performance of the model \[[@CR10]\]. However, unlike Java-like languages where the method names (almost) always follow the CamelCase convention, lemma names in Coq use a mix of snake_case, CamelCase, prefixes, and suffixes, thus making sub-tokenization more complex. For example, ![](501052_1_En_6_Figv_HTML.gif){#d30e1272} should be sub-tokenized to ![](501052_1_En_6_Figw_HTML.gif){#d30e1275} , and ![](501052_1_En_6_Figx_HTML.gif){#d30e1278} .

To perform sub-tokenization, we implemented a set of heuristics based on the conventions outlined by MathComp developers \[[@CR19]\]. After sub-tokenization, the vocabulary size of lemma names in our corpus was reduced from 8,861 to 2,328. When applying the sub-tokenizer on the lemma statements and syntax and kernel trees, we sub-tokenize the identifiers and not the keywords or operators.

Repetition Prevention {#Sec8}
---------------------

We observed that decoders often generated repeated tokens, e.g., ![](501052_1_En_6_Figy_HTML.gif){#d30e1291} . This issue also exists in natural language summarization \[[@CR69]\]. We further observed that it is very unlikely to have repeated sub-token s in lemma names used by proof engineers (only 1.37% of cases in our corpus). Hence, we simply forbid the decoder from repeating a sub-token (modulo "\_") during beam search.

Corpus {#Sec9}
======

We constructed a corpus of four large Coq projects from the MathComp family, totaling 164k lines of code (LOC). We selected these projects based on the recommendation of MathComp developers, who emphasized their high quality and stringent adherence to coding conventions. Our corpus is *self-contained*: there are inter-project dependencies within the corpus, but no project depends on a project outside the corpus (except Coq's standard library). All projects build with Coq version 8.10.2. Note that we need to be able to build projects to be able to extract tokens, syntax trees, and kernel trees. Table 1.Projects from the MathComp family used in our corpus.ProjectSHA\#Files\#Lemmas\#ToksLOCLOC/fileSpec.ProofSpec.Prooffinmap[![](501052_1_En_6_Figz_HTML.gif){#d30e1370}](https://github.com/math-comp/finmap)27642a8494078,4494,2602,1911,065.00547.75fourcolor[![](501052_1_En_6_Figaa_HTML.gif){#d30e1406}](https://github.com/math-comp/fourcolor)0851d49601,157560,6829,17527,963152.92466.05math-comp[![](501052_1_En_6_Figab_HTML.gif){#d30e1442}](https://github.com/math-comp/math-comp)748d716898,8021,076,09638,24346,470429.70522.13odd-order[![](501052_1_En_6_Figac_HTML.gif){#d30e1478}](https://github.com/math-comp/odd-order)ca602a434367519,85511,88224,243349.47713.03Avg.N/A46.752,816.50558,770.5015,890.0025,216.75339.89539.40$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Constituent Projects:** Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} lists the projects in the corpus, along with basic information about each project. The table includes columns for the project identifier, revision SHA, number of files (\#Files), number of lemmas (\#Lemmas), number of tokens (\#Toks), LOC for specifications (Spec.) and proof scripts (Proof), and average LOC per file for specifications and proof scripts. The math-comp SHA corresponds to version 1.9.0 of the library. The LOC numbers are computed with Coq's bundled coqwc tool. The last two rows of the table show the averages and sums across all projects.

**Corpus Statistics:** We extracted all lemmas from the corpus, and initially we obtained 15,005 lemmas in total. However, we found several outlier lemmas where the lemma statement , syntax tree and kernel tree were very large. To ensure stable training, and similar to prior work on generating method names for Java \[[@CR47]\], we excluded the lemmas with the deepest 25% kernel trees. This left us with 11,266 lemmas. Column 4 of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the number of lemmas after filtering.

We randomly split corpus files into training, validation, and testing sets which contain 80%, 10%, 10% of the files, respectively. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows statistics on the lemmas in each set, which includes columns for the number of files, the number of lemmas, the average number of characters and sub-token s in lemma names, and the average number of characters and sub-token s in lemma statement s.Fig. 5.Statistics on syntax and kernel trees.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the changes of the depth, number of nodes and number of sub-token s (after flattening) of the kernel trees (first row) and syntax trees (second row) before and after chopping . Our chopping process reduced tree depth by 70.9% for kernel trees and 70.7% for syntax trees, and reduced the number of nodes by 91.5% for kernel trees and 90.8% for syntax trees; after flattening, the resulting average sequence length is, for kernel trees 165 comparing to the original 2,056, and for syntax trees 144 comparing to the original 1,590. We provide additional statistics on lemmas before filtering in the appendix of the extended paper \[[@CR57]\].

Implementation {#Sec10}
==============

In this section, we briefly describe our toolchain which implements the models in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} and processes and learns from the corpus in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}; we dub this toolchain [Roosterize]{.smallcaps}. The components of the toolchain can be divided into two categories: (1) components that interact with Coq or directly process information extracted from Coq, and (2) components concerned with machine learning and name generation.

The first category includes several OCaml-based tools integrated with SerAPI \[[@CR26]\] (and thus Coq itself), and Python-based tools for processing of data obtained via SerAPI from Coq. All OCaml tools have either already been included in, or accepted for inclusion into, SerAPI itself. The tools are as follows:

sercomp: We integrated the existing program sercomp distributed with SerAPI into [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} to serialize Coq files to lists of sexps for syntax trees.

sertok: We developed an OCaml program dubbed sertok on top of SerAPI. The program takes a Coq file as input and produces sexps of all tokens found by Coq's lexer in the file, organized at the sentence level.

sername: We developed an OCaml program dubbed sername on top of SerAPI. The program takes a list of fully qualified (kernel) lemma names and produces sexps for the kernel trees of the corresponding lemma statements.

postproc & subtokenizer: We created two small independent tools in Python to post-process Coq sexps and perform sub-tokenization, respectively.

For the second category, we implemented our machine learning models in Python using two widely-used deep learning libraries: PyTorch \[[@CR61]\] and OpenNMT \[[@CR41]\]. More specifically, we extended the sequence-to-sequence models in OpenNMT to use multi-input encoders, and extended attention and copy layers to use multiple inputs. Source code for the components of [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} is available from: <https://github.com/EngineeringSoftware/roosterize>.

Evaluation {#Sec11}
==========

This section presents an extensive evaluation of our models as implemented in [Roosterize]{.smallcaps}. Our automatic evaluation (Sect. [6.2](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}) compares [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} with a series of strong baselines and reports on ablation experiments; additional experiments, e.g., on chopping heuristics, are described in the appendix of the extended version of the paper \[[@CR57]\]. Our manual quality assessment (Sect. [6.3](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}) analyzes 150 comments we received from the maintainer of the PCM library on names suggested by [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} for that project using our best model.

Models and Baselines {#Sec12}
--------------------

We study the combinations of: (1) using individual input (lemma statement and trees) in a single encoder, or multi-input encoders with different mixture of these inputs; and (2) using the attention and copy mechanisms. Our inputs include: lemma statement (*Stmt*), syntax tree (*SynTree*), chopped syntax tree (*Chop SynTree*), kernel tree (*KnlTree*), and chopped kernel tree (*Chop KnlTree*). For multiple inputs, the models are named by concatenating inputs with "+"; a "+" is also used to denote the presence of attention (*attn*) or copy (*copy*). For example, Stmt+ChopKnlTree+attn+copy refers to a model that uses two encoders---one for lemma statement and one for chopped kernel tree---and uses attention and copy mechanisms.

We consider the vanilla encoder-decoder models with only one input (lemma statement , kernel tree, or syntax tree) as baseline models. We also compare with a retrieval-based baseline model implemented using Lucene \[[@CR6]\]: a k-nearest neighbors classifier using the tf-idf of the tokens in lemma statement as features.

Hyperparameters are tuned on the validation set within the following options: embedding dimensions from {200, 500, 1000}, number of hidden units in each LSTM from {200, 500, 1000}, number of stacked LSTM layers from {1, 2, 3}. We set the dropout rate between LSTM layers to 0.5. We set the output dimension of the fully connected layer for combining encoders to the same number as the number of hidden units in each LSTM. We checked the validation loss every 200 training steps (as defined in OpenNMT \[[@CR41]\], which is similar to one training epoch on our dataset), and set an early stopping threshold of 3. We used the Adam \[[@CR40]\] optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001. We used a beam size of 5 in beam search. All the experiments were run with one NVIDIA 1080-TI GPU and Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU.Table 3.Results of Roosterize models.

Automatic Evaluation {#Sec13}
--------------------

**Metrics:** We use four automatic metrics which evaluate generated lemma names against the reference lemma name (as written by developers) in the testing set. Each metric captures a different level of granularity of the generation quality. *BLEU* \[[@CR60]\] is a standard metric used in transduction tasks including language $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\leftrightarrow $$\end{document}$ code transduction. It calculates the number of n-grams in a generated sequence that also appear in the reference sequence, where one "n-gram" is n consecutive items in a sequence (in our case, one "n-gram" is n consecutive characters in the sequence of characters of the lemma name). We use it to compute the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1\!\sim \!4$$\end{document}$-grams overlap between the characters in generated name and characters in the reference name, averaged between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$1\!\sim \!4$$\end{document}$-grams with smoothing method proposed by Lin and Och \[[@CR46]\]. *Fragment accuracy* computes the accuracy of generated names on the fragment level, which is defined by splitting the name by underscores ("\_"). For example, ![](501052_1_En_6_Figad_HTML.gif){#d30e1931} has a fragment accuracy of 66.7% when evaluated against ![](501052_1_En_6_Figae_HTML.gif){#d30e1934} . Unlike BLEU, fragment accuracy ignores the ordering of the fragments. Finally, *top-1 accuracy* and *top-5 accuracy* compute how often the true name fully matches the generated name or is one of the top-5 generated names.

**Results:** Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the performance of the models. Similar models are grouped together. The first column shows the names of the model groups and the second column shows the names of the models. For each model, we show values for the four automatic metrics, BLEU, fragment accuracy (Frag.Acc.), top-1 accuracy (Top1), and top-5 accuracy (Top5). We repeated each experiment 3 times, with different random initialization each time, and computed the averages of each automated metric. We performed statistical significance tests---under significance level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.05$$\end{document}$ using the bootstrap method \[[@CR14]\]---to compare each pair of models. We use bold text to highlight the best value for each automatic metric, and gray background for baseline models. We make several observations:

**Finding \#1:** The best overall performance (BLEU = 47.2) is obtained using the multi-input model with lemma statement and chopped kernel tree as inputs, which also includes copy and attention mechanisms (Stmt+ChopKnlTree+attn+copy). The improvements over all other models are statistically significant and all automatic metrics are consistent in identifying the best model. This shows the importance of using Coq's internal structures and focusing only on certain parts of those structures.

**Finding \#2:** The copy mechanism brings statistically significant improvements to all models. This can be clearly observed by comparing groups 1 and 3 in the table, as well as groups 2 and 4. For example, BLEU for Stmt+attn and Stmt+attn+copy are 26.9 and 38.9, respectively. We believe that the copy mechanism plays an important role because many sub-token s are specific to the file context and do not appear in the fixed vocabulary learned on the files in training set.

**Finding \#3:** Using chopped trees greatly improves performance of models and the improvements brought by upgrading KnlTree to Chop KnlTree or SynTree to Chop SynTree are statistically significant. For example, this can be clearly seen in the second group: BLEU for KnlTree+attn+copy and ChopKnlTree+attn+copy are 37.0 and 42.9, respectively. We believe that the size of the original trees, and a lot of irrelevant data in those trees, hurt the performance. The fact that Chop KnlTree and Chop SynTree both perform much better than using KnlTree or SynTree across all groups indicate that the chopped trees could be viewed as a form of supervised attention with flat values that helps later attention layers to focus better.

**Finding \#4:** Although chopped syntax tree with attention outperforms (statistically significant) chopped kernel tree with attention (BLEU 28.9 vs. 19.5), chopped kernel tree with attention and copy by far outperforms (statistically significant) chopped syntax tree with attention and copy (BLEU 42.9 vs. 39.8). The copy mechanism helps kernel trees much more than the syntax trees, because the mathematical notations and symbols in the syntax trees get expanded to their names in the kernel trees, and some of them are needed as a part of the lemma names.Table 4.Manual quality analysis representative examples.**Lemma statement:** p s : supp (kfilter p s) = filter p (supp s)**Hand-written:** supp_kfilt **Roosterize:** supp_kfilter**Comment:** $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\checkmark $$\end{document}$ Useful to add the ord prefix to the name**Lemma statement:** s : sorted (\@ord T) s -\> sorted (\@oleq T) s**Hand-written:** sorted_oleq **Roosterize:** ord_sorted**Comment:** $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\times $$\end{document}$ The conclusion content should have greater priority**Lemma statement:** x y : total_spec x y (ord x y) (x == y) (ord y x)**Hand-written:** totalP **Roosterize:** ordP**Comment:** $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Finding \#5:** Lemma statement and syntax tree do not work well together, primarily because the two representations contain mostly the same information. In which case, a model taking both as inputs may not work as well as using only one of the inputs, because more parameters need to be trained.

**Finding \#6:** The retrieval-based baseline, which is the strongest among baselines, outperforms several encoder-decoder models without attention and copy or with only attention, but is worse than (statistically significant) all models with both attention and copy mechanisms enabled.

Manual Quality Analysis {#Sec14}
-----------------------

While generated lemma names may not always match the manually written ones in the training set, they can still be semantically valid and conform to prevailing conventions. However, such name properties are not reflected in our automatic evaluation metrics, since these metrics only consider exactly matched tokens as correct. To obtain a more complete evaluation, we therefore performed a manual quality analysis of generated lemma names from [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} by applying it to a Coq project outside of our corpus, the PCM library \[[@CR56]\]. This project depends on MathComp, and follows, to a degree, many of the MathComp coding conventions. The PCM library consists of 12 Coq files, and contains 690 lemmas.

We ran [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} with the best model (Stmt+ChopKnlTree+attn+copy) on the PCM library to get the top-1 suggestions for all lemma names. Overall, the [Roosterize]{.smallcaps} suggestions achieved a BLEU score of 36.3 and a fragment accuracy of 17%, and 36 suggestions (5%) exactly match the existing lemma names. Next, we asked the maintainer of the PCM library to evaluate the remaining 654 lemma names (those that do not match exactly) and send us feedback.

The maintainer spent one day on the task and provided comments on 150 suggested names. We analyzed these comments to identify patterns and trends. He found that 20% of the suggested names he inspected were of good quality, out of which more than half were of high quality. Considering that the analysis was of top-1 suggestions excluding exact matches, we find these figures encouraging. For low-quality names, a clear trend was that they were often "too generic". Similar observations have been made about the results from encoder-decoder models in dialog generation \[[@CR45], [@CR65]\]. In contrast, useful suggestions were typically able to expand or elaborate on name components that are intuitively too concise, e.g., replacing ![](501052_1_En_6_Figaf_HTML.gif){#d30e2267} with ![](501052_1_En_6_Figag_HTML.gif){#d30e2270} . Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} lists examples that are representative of these trends; checkmarks indicate useful suggestions, while crosses indicate unsuitability. We also include comments from the maintainer. As illustrated by the comments, even suggestions considered unsuitable may contain useful parts.

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

Our toolchain builds on Coq 8.10.2, and thus we only used projects that support this version. However, we do not expect any fundamental obstacles in supporting future Coq releases. Thanks to the use of OCaml metaprogramming via PPX, which allowed eliding explicit references to the internal structure of Coq datatypes, SerAPI itself and our extensions to it are expected to require only modest effort to maintain as Coq evolves.

Our models and toolchain may not be applicable to Coq projects unrelated to the MathComp family of projects, i.e., projects which do not follow any MathComp conventions. To the best of our knowledge, MathComp 's coding conventions are the most recognizable and well-documented in the Coq community; suggesting coding conventions based on learning from projects unrelated to MathComp are likely to give more ambiguous results that are difficult to validate manually. Our case study also included generating suggestions for a project outside the MathComp family, the PCM library, with encouraging results.

Our models are in principle applicable to proof assistants with similar foundations, such as Lean \[[@CR54]\]. However, the current version of Lean, Lean 3, does not provide serialization of internal data structures as SerAPI does for Coq, which prevents direct application of our toolchain. Application of our models to proof assistants with different foundations and proof-checking toolchains, such as Isabelle/HOL, is even less straightforward, although the Archive of Formal Proofs (AFP) contains many projects with high-quality lemma names \[[@CR25]\].

Related Work {#Sec16}
============

**Naturalness and Coding Conventions:** Hindle et al. \[[@CR35]\] first applied the concept of naturalness to Java-like languages, noting that program statement regularities and repetitiveness make statistical language models applicable for performing software engineering tasks \[[@CR4]\]. Rahman et al. \[[@CR62]\] validated the naturalness of other similar programming languages, and Hellendoorn et al. \[[@CR31]\] found high naturalness in Coq code, providing motivation for our application of statistical language models to Coq. Allamanis et al. \[[@CR2]\] used the concept of naturalness and statistical language models to learn and suggest coding conventions, including names, for Java, and Raychev et al. \[[@CR63]\] used conditional random fields to learn and suggest coding conventions for JavaScript. To our knowledge, no previous work has developed *applications* of naturalness for proof assistants; Hellendorn et al. \[[@CR31]\] only measured naturalness for their Coq corpus.

**Suggesting Names:** Prior work on suggesting names mostly concerns Java method names. Liu et al. \[[@CR47]\] used a similarity matching algorithm, based on deep representations of Java method names and bodies learned with Paragraph Vector and convolutional neural networks, to detect and fix inconsistent Java method names. Allamanis et al. \[[@CR3]\] used logbilinear neural language models supplemented by additional manual features to predict Java method and class names. Java method names have also been treated as short, descriptive "summaries" of its body; in this view, prior work has augmented attention mechanisms in convolutional networks \[[@CR5]\], used sequence-to-sequence models to learn from descriptions (e.g., Javadoc comments) \[[@CR27]\], and utilized the tree-structure of the code in a hierarchical attention network \[[@CR74]\]. Unlike Java syntax trees, Coq syntax and kernel trees contain considerable semantic information useful for naming. In the work closest to our domain, Aspinall and Kaliszyk used a k-nearest neighbors multi-label classifier on a corpus for the HOL Light proof assistant to suggest names of lemmas \[[@CR7]\]. However, their technique only suggests names that exist in the training data and therefore does not generalize. To our knowledge, ours is the first neural generation model for suggesting names in a proof assistant context.

**Mining and Learning for Proof Assistants:** Müller et al. \[[@CR55]\] exported Coq kernel trees as XML strings to translate 49 Coq projects to the OMDoc theory graph format. Rather than translating documents to an independently specified format, we produce lightweight machine-readable representations of Coq's internal data structures. Wiedijk \[[@CR71]\] collected early basic statistics on the core libraries of several proof assistants, including Coq and Isabelle/HOL. Blanchette et al. \[[@CR16]\] mined the AFP to gather statistics such as the average number of lines of Isabelle/HOL specifications and proof scripts. However, these corpora were not used to perform learning. Komendantskaya et al. \[[@CR32]--[@CR34], [@CR42]\] used machine learning without neural networks to identify patterns in Coq tactic sequences and proof kernel trees, e.g., to find structural similarities between lemmas and simplify proof development. In contrast, our models capture similarity among several different representations of lemma *statements* to generate lemma names.

Conclusion {#Sec17}
==========

We presented novel techniques, based on neural networks, for learning and suggesting lemma names in Coq verification projects. We designed and implemented multi-input encoder-decoder models that use Coq 's internal data structures, including (chopped) syntax trees and kernel trees. Additionally, we constructed a large corpus of high quality Coq code that will enable development and evaluation of future techniques for Coq. We performed an extensive evaluation of our models using the corpus. Our results show that the multi-input models, which use internal data structures, substantially outperform several baselines; the model that uses the lemma statement tokens and the chopped kernel tree with attention and copy mechanism performs the best. Based on our findings, we believe that multi-input models leveraging key parts of internal data structures can play a critical role in producing high-quality lemma name suggestions.
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